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Let 
~(y3dyf 
H = H, + I?. (Cy=, 2,;) has no eigenfunctions in L2([R3N). If  H, yl =JII with 
p < inf o,,,(H,), then (w, e-“” w) decays exponentially at a rate governed by the 
positions of the resonances of H. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [9] a class of “translation analytic” one-body Stark 
Hamiltonians, H = -A + V +$x1, was considered. It was shown that certain 
matrix elements (w, e -“fH#), of the time evolution decay exponentially at a 
rate governed by the positions of the resonances of H. It is the purpose of 
this paper to generalize this result to a class of N-body Stark Hamiltonians. 
Suppose H is a dilation analytic N-body Stark Hamiltonian as in [lo] 
with center of mass removed. Suppose in addition that the system of charges 
and masses, (qi, m,) i = l,..., N, is such that there does not exist a non-trivial 
cluster decomposition {C, ,..., C,} with (CtEC, qi)/(2&, mi) = o& qt)/ 
(CisC, mJ for all j and 1. Let us also assume that H has no eigenvalues. With 
these assumptions it follows from [lo] that if v, and v are dilation analytic 
vectors and {E,(d): A a Bore1 subset of W} is the spectral family for ZY, then 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
-g ((P, EH((+Q A)) VI = F(A) 
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has a meromorphic continuation to C. We have 
(tp, ebtH w> = I_s, e - *tA F(L) dl (1.1) 
so that the exponential decay of (q, eeitH w) would follow by distorting the 
contour in (1.1) if the following two conditions were known: 
(i) F is analytic in a strip {z E C: 1 Im z 1 < a}, 
(ii) j?‘, IF@ - ia)ldJ < a. 
Neither (i) nor (ii) is known in the dilation analytic framework even in the 
one-body case. Both (i) and (ii) involve high energy estimates which seem 
difIicult to obtain using the dilation analytic formalism. Instead, following 
[9], we perform our analytic continuations using the translation group rather 
than the dilation group. This will of course mean that our method is 
applicable to a different class of potentials. 
The major part of this paper is devoted to obtaining high energy estimates. 
In Section II we prove one such estimate using in part a technique of Balslev 
[4]. In Section III the main theorem on exponential decay is proved. (See 
Theorem 3.7.) 
II. A HIGH ENERGY ESTIMATE 
For a E I?” we denote the closure of --d - a . x with domain CF(lR”) by 
H, and write 
H,=-A-a.x. (2.1) 
This operator is in fact self-adjoint as is easily shown in a variety of ways 
[3, 161. If 7~: I?” --f I?” is an orthogonal projection (relative to the inner 
product a . /3 = C:=, aJr) we write 
where (xl= xi + a.. + xi. The purpose of this section is to prove the 
following high energy bound: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose 0 < y, ( f ( yz and z: IR” + R” is an 
orthogonal projection. Then for all L E R, ,u E R\(O), and a E I?” 
(2.2) 
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where d is bounded uniformly on compact subsets of 
r, = (0, f) x (4, co) x (R\{O}) x I?“. 
We prove this result in a series of lemmas starting from a one-dimensional 
estimate. Our analysis is patterned after certain estimates which Agmon [ 1 ] 
has used to control (-d - I + ie)- ’ as E 10 and other estimates used by 
Balslev [4] to control high energy behavior in the dilation analytic N-body 
problem. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose (p E Cc(lR),fE L:,,(R) and either Im j(x) > Ofor 
all x or Im f (x) < 0 for all x. Then 
Proof. Let w = (-i(d/dx) +f) q. It is easy to check by differentiation 
that 
so that 
If Im f (4) Q 0 for all < and x > x0 then 
IP( < l&3)I + IIWIII (2.4) 
so that taking x0 + --a~ (2.3) follows. Similarly if Im f (<) > 0 and x Q x,,, 
(2.4) holds so taking x0 + +co we again have (2.3). 1 
Let p(x) = dw for x E R and h, = - d2/dx2 - ax. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose y,, y2 > f, a E R, p E R\{O). Then for all 
y,ECF(R)andAEiT? 
(2.5) 
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where c is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of 
Proof: Let f(x) = /a-, where a branch of the square root is 
chosen so that Im f(x) has constant sign. From Lemma 2.2 we have 
< IIP-~~II~ {IIP-“IIt IIPV, +A + t4cPl12 + Ilf’~ll~~- (2.6) 
If a = 0, (2.6) is (2.5) so that it remains to estimate 1) f ‘~11~ when a # 0. We 
have for E > 0 
llf’u,ll, < lip-“f’ll* IlPe~l12. (2.7) 
We first estimate lip-‘f’ II2 for small -5: 
l~p-"/'+(a/2)2[;m [(a~--)~+p~]-~‘~p(x)-*~dx 
< WVIlNax - 1)” +p2}-1’21(pJ(p-2Ellq; p-l f 4-l = 1. 
Wetakep=l+c,q=l+c-‘.Thenfor&E(O,l) 
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We now proceed to estimate the second factor in (2.7) for E E (0, 1): 
where we have used I @“)’ ) < cpE- I, I@“)” I < up’-* for E E (0, 1). Since 
IIp-yL(d/dx) rpll, is monotone decreasing in the variable y,, in proving (2.5) 
we can assume that y, < 3/4. Then if E E (0, l/4) 
IIPEdlA14-1 
I 
llPy*~h.+ltb~e.l(,+2.11P-~~~~(~ +EIIPwl2~ 
2 
so that ifs < 1~11 
IIP”~ll2<~IPl -&I-’ IIPY2&l+~ +iu)~ll2+2allp”~~ll 1 * (2.9) 
I 2 
Using estimates (2.7) through (2.9) in (2.6) gives 
l~P-y+P lb_ 3 <C llpY*(ho+1+i~)(Pl12+c4 p-” II ai, 
so that if cq < 1 
lip -y& <[~,/(i-c,)]llP~(~~+~+icl)cpll~. dx lb 
(2.10) 
Here 
cj = IIp-y’~~2{I(p-y~~~2 + fi&d’2 Ja(“qpl -&)-I Ia/pIc’2’1+E)} 
c, = {2~~p-y’~~2 \/C,lcq’qp~ -&)-I ja/,uy’2”+“‘} &“2. 
The important point to note is that c, contains a factor of 4 so that a 
choice of E is easily found which makes 0 < E < Max{(,ul, l/4}, c, < 1, and 
c3/(1 - c.,) bounded uniformly on compacts of (&$) X (4, co) X 
(~\10)) x f?* 1 
We immediately generalize Lemma 2.3 as follows: 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose H, = -A -a. x with a E R”. For k < n let 
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/+(x)=&f+ **a + xi + 1. Suppose y,, y2 > 4 and ,a E l?\(O). Then for all 
a, E Y(lR”), A E R, andj < k 
lb, y’ a,Y, II* < C(Y, 3 Y29 cc9 a> IlP:‘Wo - 2 - e> P 112 9 (2.11) 
where c is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of 
(f, 00) x (f, co) x (R\{O}) x R”. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we set j = 1. Let h = - cj”=* 
(8,’ + ajxj). It is easy to see that there is a unitary operator 
U: Y(R”) -+ Y(lR “), and a real valued function y so that 
UMx,,..., x,) = ~(xz,..., x,> QG v..., x,,), 
[U,x,J = [U,8,] =o. 
Let y(x,) = (IT&)(X, ,,.., x,,) for fixed (x2 ,..., x,,). Lemma 2.3 and a limiting 
argument give 
< Ic(Y,, Y~,P, ~~)1211~l(x,)y2(-d21~~ -al--q + Y(x~,.-, x,J -1 -C) wll:, 
where the norms involve integration over x, only. Integrating over (q,..., xn) 
we find 
kY’4 WI12 
< c(Y,, ~2,ru9 a,> IliG2(-d2/d$ - a,~, + y(xz,..., x,,) - /2. - h) WI12 
Using the fact that pk > p, , the result follows. a 
We are now prepared to prove Proposition 2.1: 
First suppose K = q, where x&i ,..., x,J = (xi ,,.., XL, 0,O ,..., 0). Note that 
P,(X) = P,,(X) = Pktx)* We have 
((p:‘(Ho-1-~~)-‘p;Y’((~~IC((-‘(I(H,-l-~~)p:’(H,-1-i~)-Lp;*ll 
i l~l-‘{II~:‘-~*ll + II [4~:‘lW, -A- iP>-‘PkYzIl) 
<lIcll-’ 1 +v, 5 lIP1ll-‘~~~~o-~-~~~-‘P;yzll 
I j=l 
+ %J,(Y, + k + 2) lb:‘-*(f& -A - ifl)-‘Gy*ll j , (2.12) 
580/4aj2-7 
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where the last line follows after calculation of the derivatives of pp. Using 
the basic fact that in one dimension 
it is easy to see that (H, -I - ip)-‘: Y(R”)+ 9’(R”) so that if 
V/ E L?(IR”), (p z (H, - A- i~)-lp;y*~ E ~7(iR”). Thus by Lemma 2.4, for 
j<k 
so that 
Ilp:l-‘a,(Ho-~-i~)-1p~y*II~C(1-Y,,Y2,1U,a). 
Substituti-ng into (2.12) we find 
(Ip:‘(H,-A - W1PkY211 <abY2dw)~ 
where 
More generally, any orthogonal projection x is similar to 7~~ for some k: 
TnT-’ = nk, 
where T is a real orthogonal transformation. Then the operator 
W?(x) = q(T-‘x) 
is unitary and 
(i) Wp, We1 =Pk, 
(ii) W(d+aax)W-‘=d+(Ta).x. 
Tracing through the unitaries it is easy to see that 
IIP~~~,-~-~~)~‘P~~*II~~~~Y~,Y~~c~~~~’~~ 
so that since ) T-‘al = Ial, the proof is complete. m 
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III. EXPONENTIAL DECAY 
We consider atomic Hamiltonians of the form 
H, = - 5 fl, + 5 Vi(x’,) + 2 Vii& - 2)) (3-l) 
i=l i=l I<i<i<N 
in L2(lR3”). For convenience we will sometimes write Vi,,,+ I = Vi. We 
assume that for 1 < i < j < N + 1 we have 
(A) Vii is real valued. For each E > 0 there is a decomposition 
v..= p$’ + Jy with k$’ E Lp(lR3) for 
I$) E Lm(lR3) with )( l$‘lloo < E. 
some p E (3/2, co) and 
The operator H, is defined by using quadratic forms in the usual way 
[ 15, 161 as a self-adjoint operator which is bounded from below. In addition 
Q(IH, y> = ny=“=, cP((-Ai)“*). 
Let E E R3 be non-zero and define 
x=E. ;zi . ( 1 i=l 
The Stark Hamiltonian we consider is the closure of H, +X restricted to its 
natural domain: 
H = WI + 4 IO(H,) n??(X) * (3.3) 
It follows from a general self-adjointness result proved in an Appendix that 
H is self-adjoint. 
In order to be able to analytically continue matrix elements of the 
resolvent of H we make an additional assumption about the potentials Vi: 
(B) Vi extends to an entire function of three complex variables such 
that for any ZE C3 
lim IV,(x’+Z)]=O. 
19+00 
Assumption (B) clearly eliminates the Coulomb potential, v(Z) = -Nlx’l-‘. 
However if p(Z) is a Gaussian density, for example, then clearly 
vi=p*u 
satisfies (Bland represents a nucleus with a smeared out charge distribution. 
Let Z=E/IgJ* and define the unitary translation operator 
U(U)f(i?~ ,...) 5) = j-(x’, + a?,..., TN + aq. (3.4) 
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We define 
U(a) vij U(-a) = v; ; l<i<j<N+l, 
and note that V: = Vii if 1 < i <j Q N while I’; E VyN+, has an analytic 
continuation to an entire, bounded operator valued function of the complex 
variable a. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume Vii, 1 < i < j < N + 1, satisfy assumptions (A) and 
(B) and define H as in (3.3). For a E C define 
H(a)=Hi- 2 (V;-Vi)+Na. 
i=l 
Then {H(a): a E C} is an entire analytic family of type (A) (in the sense of 
Kato). If b E R 
U(b) H(a) U(-b) = H(a + 6). (3.6) 
ProoJ The analyticity is immediate as is (3.6) when it is realized that 
U(b) leaves Q(H,) invariant. # 
Although we regard the introduction of {H(a): a E C ) as a technical 
device, much of this section will be spent analyzing these operators in order 
to obtain the high energy estimates discussed in the Introduction. 
To see one of the difficulties we will encounter, define H, as in Section II 
to be the closure of 
As stated in Section II, H, is self-adjoint. Because we have allowed Vlj to be 
rather singular, in general this operator will not be HO-bounded. Thus an 
analysis based on Weinberg-van Winter equations is not obviously 
applicable. Reducing the degree of singularity of the allowed potentials is a 
possibility but at this stage of our knowledge a natural class of H,,-bounded 
potentials is not readily available. The reason for this is that if 1 Q i (j Q N 
II VdHo + V’II = iyg IIO,~(--ZA -A+ i)-lIl, (3.7) 
where the norm on the right is in L2(IR3) and uti is multiplication by Vii(Z) 
in L’(lR’). The norm (3.7) is difftcult to analyze. Even if uu is A-bounded 
this norm may be infinite. It turns out that if vi@) = JX’J-’ then (3.7) is 
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finite’ but this seems to be a borderline case and even here the approach we 
will use gives us more control over the quantities of interest. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose { fti: 1 < i <j < N + I} is a set of complex 
valued functions in Lp(iR3) with p > 3 and let Fij be multiplication by 
fij(~i-~) ifj< N+ 1 and byJ;,+,(Zi) ifj=N+ 1. Then 
(ii) :LJ~ Ill;i,(ffo-A -@-‘II ~C’(P)IYI-11-3’2p’II~jIIp. (3.9) 
Remark. By F,(Ho -A - iy)-lF,, is meant the bounded operator 
corresponding to the form (FijwI, (H, - 1- iy)-‘Fk, w,), w1 E CZ(Fij), 
w2 E Q(Fkl). In the following we will be cavalier about questions such as 
these. In particular, we will use the notation (HO -I - iy)-’ Fk, without 
comment. 
Proof Instead of estimates (3.8) and (3.9) we will prove a somewhat 
more general result. Let T, = - CF’/ Ai/2mi and X= (CyJ,’ qiZi) . if in 
L2(lR 3(N+1)) where mi > 0 and qi E IR and suppose Fij is multiplication by 
fii(x’i - 2,) for all i and j with 1 Q i <j < N + 1. Let H, = 
vo +J3lw~cl)n@m w e will prove (3.8) and (3.9) for the new H, and 
F,. We leave it to the reader to go from this result to the desired result. 
We use a method of estimation developed by Kato [ 121 and extended by 
Iorio and O’Carroll [ 111, It is reproduced in [ 171. First we write [3] 
exp(-itHO) = exp(-itX/2) exp(-itT,,) exp(-itX/2) exp(-it3D) (3.10) 
with D = (Cj”=:’ qj/24m/) I,?]‘. For y > 0 we note that 
llFij exp(-it(H, - A - iy)) F,,II < e-YtJIFij exp(-itTO) F,,I(. 
If all the indices i, j, f, m are not different then as in [ 171 
(JF,(H, -1- iy)-‘F,,II ( lOa eey’ IIFijexp(-itT,)F,,)I dt 
~c(P)ll~j~l~l/.f/~l/~ lYl--(‘-3’p) 
‘This was proved by the author and B. Simon, 
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Estimate (3.9) then follows from 
JJA(H,-~-~iy)-‘l)2=IIA(H,-I-iy)-’(H,-~+iy)-’A*)) 
~(2Jyl)-‘(IIA(Ho-~-iy)-1A*II+(IA(Ho-~+iy)-1A*II}. 
The case where all indices are different follows from part (i) of the following 
slightly generalized result of Iorio and O’Carroll [ 111. We state the result in 
this general form because we feel that it may have independent interest. 
LEMMA 3.3. For j= 1, 2, 3 let {e- tAj: t 2 0) be a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup on the Hilbert space 4 with 11 e-“‘ll< e-“i, Ej > 0 for 
j= 1, 2. Let A be the generator of {e-IA1 @ewtA* @ edtAs: t > 0) on 
&” =q @&” 04. Let Bj be a closed operator in 3 for j = 1,2 so that 
SUE (IB,(A, - iy)-‘Biylll = dj < 00. 
YE 
Then ifC,=B,@I@ZandC,=Z@B,@I, we have 
(9 supys~ II C,(A - iy)-’ Ct II < 2 d&%, 
(ii) supysR I( C,(A - iy)- ’ CT I( < dj. 
Proof. In the special case that Aj = Hj - kj,f = 1, 2 and A, = H, where 
Hi is self-adjoint, part (i) of the lemma follows from the result of Iorio and 
O’Carroll [ 111. (Their result is reproduced in [ 171.) Part (ii) is trivial in the 
casej=l,forexample,ifA,=H,-is,,A,=H,,A,=H,with&,>O.Here 
one can use the spectral theorem. To prove (i) in general we dilate e-la3 and 
e--L(AJ--“) for j = 1, 2 to unitaries. Thus there are Hilbert spaces Zj Zq, 
orthogonal projections Pi : Z; --) Zj with Ran Pi = 6 and self-adjoint 
operators H, such that 
e-tAIpj = p,e-“HIp, e-Fit, t>o, j= 1,2, 
e-“‘p, = p3e-“H3P3, t > 0. 
Define 8, as an operator in Z’j by 
~j = BjPj. 
If zr =ZI, @Z; @SF; then we define the operators c, = g,O 10 1, 
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c2=I@&@I, P=P,~P2~P3,e-itH=e-‘tHI~e-itH~~e-irH~. Then it 
is an easy calculation to show 
(3.11) 
so that 
(IB,(A.,-~JJ)-‘B,*II= IJ~,(H,-iej-Y)-‘B~II, 
IlC,(A-iiy)-‘C:II~l(IC,(H-k,-ie,-y)-’~~II. (3.12) 
Thus (i) follows from the Iorio-O’Carroll result. Part (ii) is proved in a 
similar way from the self-adjoint case. 1 
We now want an analog of the Weinberg-van Winter equations which 
involves quantities such as 1 Vu1 “*(z - H,(a))-’ I Vrn, 1”’ instead of 
VJz -H,(a))-‘. In order to justify our manipulations with formal power 
series, we first prove a technical lemma which will effectively allow us to 
restrict our manipulations to the case where all potentials are bounded. 
We first number the potentials Vz in some arbitrary way and write 
I$ = F,FL for some k = k(i, j), where Fk and FL are multiplication by 
fk(Ti -4) (and f;(.F# - 3)) if 1 < i <j < N and by fk($ (and f;(x’i)) if 
j = N + 1. We assume for simplicity that I f’l = If { I. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose {f p’},“=, and {f ~“}~=, are sequences of 
functions in ,%“O(iR3) with IIf~‘-fkll,+IlfP”-f;ll,~O for each k for 
some p > 3. Let H(“)(a) be the Hamiltonian constructed in the same way as 
H(a) except using the potentials (V$)(“’ = FY’FP”, where Ff’ is 
multiplication by f y’. Then if a is fixed and (Im ZJ is large enough, 
z & IJ ,” , o(H(“‘(a)) U o(H(a)) and 
(i) I( (z - H”‘(a))-’ - (z - H(a))-’ II + 0, 
(ii) (z - H(a))- ’ = (z - H,(a))-’ 
+ ,‘. z [(z -H,(a))-‘Fi](M(Z))b [F’(Z -fi~(*))-‘I~ 
(3*13) 
where Mu = F;(z - H,,(a))-’ F, and (M(z))’ is the lth power of the matrix 
M(z). The series in (3.13) converges absolutely. 
Proof. Consider the N(N + 1)/2 by N(N + 1)/2 matrix Mfi”‘(z) = 
Fj”‘(z -H (a)))’ Fj”)‘. Clearly Lemma 3.3 implies that for IIm zI large, 
qyz) *II 4 M,(z). In addition we can choose ( Im z I large enough so that 
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+ 1)/2] -’ for all n where y < 1. It easily follows that 
- y>-‘5 where Ai!” = I]M’“‘(z)~~]~ so that the series 
B, = (Z - H,(U)) - ’ $ 2 C (Z - Ho(U))- ‘Fjn)(M(n)(Z)):FJ!n)’ 
I=0 i,j 
x (z -K&w' (3.14) 
converges absolutely for all n. It is easily seen to be a rearrangement of the 
Neumann expansion of (z - Z$“‘(U))-~ and thus we have B, = 
(z -H(“)(u))-‘. Clearly B, +ll’ii B, where B is given by the right side of 
(3.13) so that it remains only to show that B = (z -H(u))-‘. Suppose 
a, E g(H,) n g(X). Then 
B(z - H(u)) q~ = ;\z (z - H’“‘(u))- ‘(z - H(u)) p = p 
+ pil c [(z - H’“‘(u)) -l FL] (FP’ - Fk) fp 
k 
+ j\iI c [(z - H’“‘(a))-’ Fp’](Fp” - I$) $9 = cp. 
k 
Here we have used the fact that I( (Fp’ - Fk) p/J + I( (Fp)’ - FL) q I] + 0 (since 
v, E g((-A)“‘)) and that I] (z -@“‘(a))-’ Fp’II + I] (z -H’“‘(u))-’ Fill is 
uniformly bounded. The latter follows easily from (3.14). Since 
B(H,) (7 L%(X) is a core for H(a) we conclude that 
W -H(a)) rp = cp 
for all rp E g@!(u)). Similarly B*(f - H(u)*) p = cp for all q E @((H(u)*). 
These two relations imply z @ o(H(u)) and B = (z - H(u))- ‘. a 
Given a closed operator Ho and bounded operators I’, with 
1 < i <j < N + 1 we consider the Weinberg-van Winter equations for the 
resolvent of H = Ho + CiJ V,: If z fZ u(HD) for any cluster decomposition 
D, we have [18] 
(z-H)-’ 
ZZ c (z-H,~+,)-‘V~+,(Z-H~~)-‘V~... (z-H&’ 
s=(DNk+;.,...,D,) 
+ c (z - H,,+,)-‘V;+,(z - H,J’V; ... V;(z - H,,)-’ 
S=(D‘v+1.....D,) 
(3.15) 
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Here S = (IIN+ r ,..., Dk) is a string of cluster decompositions, disconnected if 
k > 1 and connected if k = 1. Each cluster decomposition Dj is a partition of 
{ 1, 2, 3 ,..., N + 1 } into j disjoint clusters, Dj = { Crj ,..., Cjj} and Vii is the sum 
of all V,, with I and m in the two clusters in Dj which are joined together in 
Dj+,. (See 114, 171 for further discussion.) Note H,,+, = Ho, HD, = H and 
more generally if D = {C, ,..., C,}, 
As above we write V, = Fk FL. By resumming in (3.15) we have 
(z-H)-‘=c9(z)+xrk(z)F;(r-H)-‘, (3.16) 
k 
where L%(Z) is a sum of terms of the form 
I(z-H~)-‘F~~+,J~~,.~~(z)~~~-,(z) **a [Ck+,(z-HD,>-‘J 
with k > 1 and 
&“(z) = F;(z - HD) - ‘Fj, 
while T,(z) is a sum of terms of the form 
I(‘-HH~)-‘~~,+,JLIR~NN~~,~~(‘)~~~~,(Z) **e~~k(z)* 
Multiplying (3.16) by F; gives 
F;(z - H) - ’ = I’;(z) + c Q!,(z) F;(z - H) - ‘, 
k 
(3.17) 
where T;(z) = Fig(z) and Qlk(z) = F;Tk(z). We define Q(Z) as an operator 
on @;Jy+ 1)‘2 P(lP) by the formula (Q(Z) co), = zk elk(Z) v)k. Assuming 
that (I - Q(Z))-’ exists, (3.17) gives 
F,‘(z-H)-‘=x(1-Q(z)),k’Ti(z). 
k 
(3.18) 
Substituting (3.18) into (3.16) gives 
(z - HI-’ = g(z) + ; TAz)V- Q(z)),’ G(z). 
These are the equations we will use. 
(3.19) 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H(a) be as in Lemma 3.1. DeJine g(a; z), 
r&z), Q&z>, G( a* z > 1 as above with H = H(a), H, = H,(u) and Vi, = Vt. 
Thenthereisay,>Osothatif~ImzJ>y, 
(i) Q(a; z) is compact, 
(ii) ReFy+ o. 11 Q(a; z) II= 0 uniformly for ) Im z ] in 
compact subsets of [yO, a), 
(iii) ]I Q(Q; z)l] < 1 and (z -H(a))-’ = @(a; z) -t 
z r,(a; z)V - Q<u; 4,’ G(a; z). (3.20) 
Proof: We first approximate the Fk and FL by bounded Fp’ and Fp” as 
in Lemma 3.4. By (3.13) applied to (z-H,(u))-’ instead of (z -H(a))-’ 
we see that for large (Im z ] all quantities F!(z - HD(a))-‘Fj, 
F/(z -H,(a))-‘, etc., are bounded operators and their approximants Fi(R)’ 
(z - HE’(a))-‘Fj”), etc., converge in norm. Since the manipulations which 
led to (3.19) are valid for bounded Vi,, an equation analogous to (3.20) 
holds for (z - Hgn’(a))-‘. The bounds in Proposition 3.2 in conjunction with 
(3.13) show that for large ]Im z ] we can achieve ]I Q”‘(u; z)]] < l/2 
uniformly in n. Equation (3.20) then follows easily by taking n to co. 
To prove (i) and (ii) we again proceed by approximation to reduce to the 
case where all Fi are multiplication by Cc(iR3) functions of the relevant 
variables. This reduction is possible because compactness is stable under 
norm convergence and because the approximation can be accomplished 
uniformly in z for I Im z ] 2 constant. Finally we expand each (z - H,(u))- ’ 
as in (3.13). Since the expansion converges uniformy in z for 
]Im z] > constant we need only show the following: Consider the operator 
J(z) = (z -H,(a))-* G,,(z - H,,(a))-‘G,-, ... (z - H,(u))-‘G, 
with each G, multiplication by g& - zj) (or giN+i(?i)) for some i and J’ 
with gU E C;(lR3). In addition n;= i G, is multiplication by a function in 
Cp(lR3”‘). To prove (i) it will suffice to prove that J(z) is compact while to 
prove (ii) we will show 
lim 
Re.Z+fa, 
l]J(z)]] = 0 
uniformly for ]Im z ] in compact subsets of [yO, co). 
We will make use of Proposition 2.1 to prove both of these facts. If 
CG { 1, 2,..., N + 1 }, define an orthogonal projection rrc on R3”’ in the 
following way [ 71: If x = (x4i ,..., &) and N + 1 & C then 
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76x=%- (p)/(g 1) Z-EC, 
= 0, i@ C, 
while if N + 1 E C 
of =.i$ iE C,i#N+ 1, 
= 0, i65 C. 
For each I with 1 < I< n define a partition D, of { 1, 2,..., N + 1 } into 
clusters {C{ ,..., Cj([,} by using the connected subsets of the graph formed by 
connecting i and j (for 1 < i <j < N + 1) if some G, with k < 1 is 
multiplication by g,,(.?[ - ~j) (or g,, r (x’ ) ifj = N + 1). Thus in going from I i
to I + 1, the partition either remains the same (so that D,, , = 0,) or two 
clusters from D, are joined together in DI+, . Hence D, = ({ 1, 2,..., N + 1)). 
Note that 
is an orthogonal projection. Define 
&(X) = (17c~x12 + l)? 
The definitions have been arranged so that &+,G,+,p;i is bounded. Let 
(z - H,(a))-’ = R,(z). Then 
J(z)= @,tz)G,) ..a &tz) G~)P;“~(~:‘~RO(Z)P;‘)(~~G,) 
where 
Jm,tz) = &tz) G,) -.- t~,tz)G,)t~,tz)~;‘)~,,(z), 
B,(~)=p~G~e-~~‘~p;~‘~@~‘~R~(z)p;~)@~G~). 
(3.2 1) 
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that p;’ B,(z) converges in norm to 
G,R,(z) G, as m -+ co uniformly in z for Im z in compact subsets of {Im z: 
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Imz f NIm a}. In addition, by our construction of the p,‘s, B,(z) is 
bounded. Continuing, we write 
Jm,tz) = @o(z) G,) -a. t%(z) G,P; 1’4~@:‘4 %(z)P;~) 4,Jz) 
= lim Jm2,&), m-l-+m 
(3.22) 
where 
J m,,,,(z) = Mz) G,) -.a (W) G,)(R,(z)P;‘)B,,,,,(Z), 
B m2,mlt4 =P~GX e-p”“‘~;1’4@:‘4RO(~)~;1)B,,(z). 
As in (3.21) the convergence is in norm and uniformly in z for Im z in 
compact subsets of { Im z # N Im a). Proceeding by induction we find 
J(z) = lim 
rn,‘cc ..a ‘im Jm,m ,,..., m,-,+a, (3.23) 
where 
J m n--l..... m,(z) = &(z)P,’ Bmn m,,..., m,(z)> 
B m, -,,..., m,(~)=~,G,e-Pn-“mn-l~~~:“@:l-“,RO(~)p~~I)B, n-2,.,.. m,(~), 
To prove compactness of J(z) it suffices to show that R,(z)p;’ is compact 
while to prove limRer+ka, ]I J(z) (1 = 0 with the required uniformity it suffices 
to prove the analogous result for R,(z) p; ’ instead. The latter is proved in 
[9] and the compactness in [3]. 1 
We are now in a position to study the operator H(u) more closely. We 
define o,,,,(H(a)) to be the set of all isolated eigenvalues of finite algebraic 
multiplicity and o,,,(H(a)) = o(H(a))\u,,,,(H(a)). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose Im a < 0 and H(u) is us in Lemma 3.1. Then 
(1) a(H(u))c (z:NIma~Imz~O}, 
(2) a(H(u)) n (z: Im a < Im z Q 0} c o,i,,-(H(U)), 
(3) a real number 1 is an eigenvulue of H if and only if 
r~ E u,isc(H(a)>, 
(4) given /3 > Im a and /?’ < N Im a, the set 
u(H(a)) n {z: Im z >/I) 
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is finite and for large enough y > 0 
sup(ll(z-H(a))-‘Il:Imz~P, IRezl>y} c 03, 
sup{[) (z - H(a))-‘11: Im z <p’} < co 
(5) VE E ~dH(ad) n { * 1 z. mz>Ima,}forsomea,withIma,<0, 
E E a&H(a,))fir all a, with Im a, < Im E. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on M, the number of particles. From 
[3,9] we know the theorem is true for M = 1. Supposing it is true for 
1 < A4 < N- 1 we will prove it for A4 = N. (The reader should have no 
difficulty constructing a proof for M = 1 after seeing the induction step.) Let 
D = (C, ,..., C,} be a cluster decomposition with k > 2 and suppose 
N + 1 (Z C,. Let M be the cardinality of C,. If M = 1 then H,(a) - Na is a 
self-adjoint operator (because all potentials Vy have been dropped). Thus 
clearly, if /3 and /?’ are as in (4) of the proposition, 
SUPOI (z - Km)-‘II: 1 mz>/3 or Imz</I’) < 00. 
Consider the situation when A4 > 2 and let X, = CiaC, Zi . E’. We define the 
operator H,(C, ; a) in L2(lR3M) in a manner analogous to the definition of H, 
in (3.1). Thus 
H,(C,;a)=- C di+ 2 I’:+ C Vii 
isc, iaC, iEC,jeC, 
id 
as a sum of forms. Similarly H(C, ; a) is the closure of 
We clearly have 
H&)=H(C,;a)@I+I@A +(N-M)U, (3.24) 
where A is a self-adjoint operator. Equation (3.24) holds (for example) in the 
sense that finite sums of vectors 4 @ w  with Q E @(H(C, ; a)) and w  E g(A) 
form a core for Hda) and (H,(a) - (N - M) a)(@ 0 w) = 
(H(C, ; a) 0) @ cy + $ @ (Av). By the induction hypothesis, the proposition 
is true for H(C, ; a) with N replaced by M. Thus by (4), given /.I > Im a there 
is a y > 0 so that 
sup(ll(z-H(C,;a))-lII:Imz~~, (Rez)>y} < CO. 
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Taking (1) of the proposition into account and the fact that for large (Im z 1, 
]I (z - H(C, ; a))-’ 11 is bounded by (3.13), we have that given /I > Im a 
r-sup{l](z-H(C,;a)-(N-M)a)-‘II:Imz>/I} < co. 
Let f = Cy=, (pi @ v/[, where ‘pi E @(H(C,; a)) and vi E 9(A). We want to 
show that if Im z > /3 then 
II@ -H&))fll 2 r-l Ilfll. (3.25) 
To prove this we can assume without loss of generality that A is 
multiplication by a real valued function a(x) in some Hilbert space L’(&). 
Then as we can easily compute 
(where the norm on the right refers to vectors in L2(lR3”)) so that we have 
ll(Z-H,(a))fl12=j~~(X) W(C~;~)+~(x)-zz) i Wiping* II i=l 
Since such f form a core for H,(a), (3.25) holds for all f E !Z(H,(u)). 
Finally, the same methods show I] (f - H,(u)*) f ]I > r-’ I]$]] for all 
fE g(H,(u)*) for Im z >/3 and thus ]] (z - H,,(u))-‘]] < r for Im z >/p. A 
similar argument shows that sup{/ (z - H,(u))-’ ]I: Im z </I’} < 00 if I]’ < N 
Im a. For large values of ] Im z], (3.13) implies that FL(z - H,(u))-’ F, as 
well as F;(z - H,(u))-’ and (z - H,(u))-'Fk are bounded operators so that 
the resolvent identity 
(z’ -H,(u))-’ = (z -H,(u))-’ + (z - z’)(z - HD(u))-2 
+ (z - z’)2(z --H,(a))-‘(z’ - H,(u))-‘(z - z-I,(u))-’ 
given boundedness of these operators for Im z > Im a or Im z < N Im a. (For 
later purposes, note that this argument also implies sup{]] Q(a; z)]]: 
Im z >/I} < co for any jI > Im a.) The right-hand side of (3.20) is thus a 
meromorphic function in the set {z: Im z > Im u or Im z < N Im a} with 
finite rank residues at its poles [ 151. Since the right side of (3.20) is clearly 
an analytic continuation of the left from large ] Im z], the resolvent of H(u) 
exists at points in {z: Im z > Im a or Im z ( N Im a} where (I- Q(u; z))-’ 
is analytic and (3.20) holds at these points. Thus o,,@(u)) c 
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{z: NIm a < Im z < Im a}. The usual arguments [2, 5, 3, 171 then give (l), 
(2), (3), (5) and it remains to prove (4). 
We will show that given p > Im a there is a y > 0 so that 
supill Q@; z)II: I mz>P,]Rez]>y} < 1. (3.26) 
Let p= (/I + Im a)/2. From Proposition 3.5 we know that there is a y,, > 0 so 
that 
(9 sup]]lQ@; z)ll: Im z Z yoI c 1, 
(ii) lim,,, co II Q(a; x + iy,>(l = 0. 
As mentiontd above, we also have boundedness of (( Q(a; z)]] in the strip 
{z: Im z E v, rO]}. It thus follows from a theorem of Phragmen-Lindeliif 
type (see Appendix B of [IO]) that 
lim ]]Q(u;x+i-~)]]=O 
x-r*w 
uniformly for y E [/I, y,,]. This gives (3.26) and thus using (3.20) we 
conclude 
sup{(](z-H(u))-‘]]:Imz>B,]Rez]>y) < co. 
A similar argument can be used to prove the remainder of (4). I 
With the information provided by Proposition 3.6 we can finally discuss 
resonances and exponential decay. Let Y0 be the set of all v in L *(R 3N) such 
that U(u)w has an entire analytic continuation to C and Yi the set of all 
w  E Y0 n g(H) such that U(u)Hv has an entire analytic continuation to C. 
For f and g in To we consider the function 
~,,&) = (A (z - T’d; Imz>O. 
This function has a meromorphic continuation to C which we denote by the 
same symbol. If we denote the analytic continuation of U(a) w  by v, we 
have for a > 0 
&,&) = u, 9 (z - W-iu)) - k,,>; Imz>-a. 
We denote by 9 the set all poles of the functions {Fr., :fE To, g E YO}. 
By Proposition 3.6, 9 is a discrete set contained in {z: Im I < 0) with the 
property that for any /I < 0. 
9f-7 {z:Imza/3) 
is a finite set. We number the points in 9 and write 9 = {E,, Ez,...}, where 
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the real points of 9, if any, are (E, ,..., E,}. The set SP n (z: Im z > - a} 
will be denoted S?a. We will also write Pj(a) for the spectral projection of 
H(a) corresponding to eigenvalue Ej. Thus 
Pj(u) = (271i)- ’ $ (z - H(u)) - ’ dz 
Iz-Ejl=c 
(3.27) 
for all a with Im a < Im Ej and E small enough. 
We remark that if Ej is real, Pi(a) continues to an entire function of a with 
P,(O) the orthogonal projection onto the eigenvectors of Z-Z with eigenvalue 
Ej. To see this we use a standard argument [ 2,5, 171: Let P( (Ej}) be the 
orthogonal projection onto the kernel of (H - Ej) and suppose f and g are in 
To. By the spectral theorem and Proposition 3.6 we have for Im b < 0 
(fs, P({Ej})g-,) = vg dfs, iE(Ej + ic - H)-‘g-,) 
= !g (f, i&(Ej + ic - H(b) - ‘g), 
while for Im b > 0 
(3.28) 
dfs, P((Ej}) S-b) = Fg (fs, -k(Ej - is - H)-‘g-b) 
= l$ dr; -is(E, - i& - H(b))-‘g). (3.29) 
Here we are using the fact that Proposition 3.6 can be applied to H(u) for 
Im a > 0 through the equality H(a)* = H(G). Equations (3.28) and (3.29) 
show that (z - H(b))-’ has a simple pole at z = Ej if Im b # 0 and that with 
Pi(b) given as in (3.27), 
(fs, f’({Ejl) g--b) = df, p,(b)) g>; Imb#O. 
Using (3.30) and the three lines lemma we have the bound 
(3.30) 
Idfs,P({Ejl)g-,)I G llfll II gll IIpj( * Wll 
for all b with IIm b I < a. By a limiting procedure, we thus conclude that 
P,(b) extends to an entire function of b with Pi(O) = P({Ej}). Note also that 
for a E I? u(a) P,(b) U(--a) = Pj(a + b). 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose H is defined as in (3.3) with I?# 0 and with 
potentials Vij, 1 < i < j < N + 1, satisfying assumptions (A) and (B). 
Suppose f and g are in Y’, and a > 0. Then for all t > 0 
Cr, esifHg) = C eCifEj cj(J g) + O(eeaf), 
Ejf 9, 
(3.3 1) 
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where for any a > -1m Ej 
Cjtf, g) = t.fkv Pit--ia) g- ia>* 
ProoJ: If j<M, P({Ej})f is also in Y, by the remarks above and 
cjcf, g) = df, P({E,}) g) by (3.30). Thus if 
f’ =.f- f Pt{Ejl) J; 
j=I 
g’ =g- 5 pt{Ejl>g, 
j=l 
we have 
(f, e-‘“g) = $J eeifEJ cjV; g) + (f’, e-‘*Hg’). 
j=l 
Hence we can assume without loss of generality that f and g are orthogonal 
to all eigenvectors of H. 
Let 
F(z)=Ff,,(Z)=dl;(z--)-‘g); Imz>O, 
G(z)=F&)= df, (z -H)-‘g); Imz CO. 
F and G have meromorphic continuations to C gi\;en by 
F(z> = (hi, 9 tz -H(--ia))-‘g-i,); Imz>--a,a>O, 
G(Z) = (f- ib 9 (Z - H(ib)) - ‘gib); Imz<b,b>O. 
We have 
(f, epffHg) = Ia Q(A) evifAdA, (3.32) 
-co 
where by the spectral theorem 
= - (27ri)-‘{F(l) - G(J)). 
We use the equation 
(z - H(-ia))-’ = z-’ + z-*H(-ia) + ~-~H(-ia)(z - H(-ia))-’ H(-ia) 
580/4ap0 
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to give for 2 & .5? 
F(z)=z-'dl;g)+z-yLHg) 
-I-Z-‘(H(iu)&, (2 -H(-iu))-‘H(-iu)g-,J 
and similarly for Im z Q 0 
G(z)=z-‘(f,g)+z-* (JHg)+z-2(Hf,(z-H)-‘Hg). 
Using the bounds provided by Proposition 3.6 we have 
IQ(z)1 ~~zI-~ (3.33) 
if Jim z 1 < a and Iz( is sufficiently large. The expansion (3.31) is thus a 
consequence of Cauchy’s theorem since we can shift the contour in (3.32) 
from the real axis down into the bottom half-plane. The contribution from 
the poles of Q with Im z > -a make up the sum in (3.3 1) while those poles 
with Im z = -a and a line integral make up the remainder. The line integral 
is O(e-=‘) because of (3.33). I 
In the case where f and g are eigenstates of H, we have the following 
result: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let H be as in Theorem 3.7. Suppose f and g are 
eigenstates of H, = - Cy=, Ai + Cy=“=, Vi + C,<i<j<N Vij, 
H,f =A H,g = k 
with ,a and 1 in odiSc(H,)* Then the conclusions of Theorem 3.7 hold. 
Prooj We need only show that if H, f =pf with ,u E u&H,) then 
f E Y,. For a E C let H,(a) = H, + Cy=, (y - Vi). Clearly {H,(a): a E Cl} 
is an analytic family of operators with constant domain. By an induction 
argument using some variant of the Weinberg-van Winter equations (for 
example (3.19)), ~,~~(ff,(a)) = ~~~~~~~~ and ~dH,(a)) = Odisc(H,)- Thus 
the projection 
(2ai)-1 I,.-,,=. (z -H,(a))-’ dz = P,(a) 
(defined for E > 0 sufficiently small) is finite dimensional and analytic in the 
variable a for a E C. Hence U(a)f has an analytic continuation to C [ 131. 
By the usual Combes-Thomas argument [6] f, decays exponentially (in an 
L* sense) so that in particular f, E g(X) for all a E C. This shows 
fET. 4 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we prove a Faris-Lavine type [8] of self-adjointness 
result: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose V and a,, j = l,..., n, are real valued functions on 
R” satisfying 
(9 a, E GdW. 
(ii) V E L,i,,,(lFV’) with V- = -Min{ V, 0) satisfying 
1 V-Icp)‘d”x<a 5 II(8,+ia,)91zd”x 
/=I 
+Pl lv12 d”x; 9 E C,“(W”) (A.11 
forsomeaE(O,l)and/3E(O,ao). 
Let H, be the self-adjoint operator corresponding to the closure of the form 
h,(9,9) = i J(aj + ia,) 9 (8, + iaj) 9d”x + I99Vd”x, 
/=I 
(A.21 
where h, has domain Cr(iR”) X C~(W”). Suppose W is a real valued 
measurable function with 
I W(x)1 (alx12 + b. (A-3) 
Then the operator 
H=H, + W, WQ = WH,)ng(w) (A-4) 
is densely defined, symmetric, and essentially ser-adjoint on { 9 E GZ(H,): 
9 = 0 outside some compact set). 
Proof: We will use the commutator theorem of Glimm, Jaffe, and Nelson 
as stated in [ 161. Let f be the non-negative function given by 
fz = W+ 2(alx12 + b’), (A-5) 
where b’ = b +/I. We will assume without loss of generality that H, ) 1. 
Detine the self-adjoint operator N in the quadratic form sense as 
N= H, +f2; cS(N”~) = Q(H:“) n g(f). W) 
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Note that a(N”‘) 2 C~(lR”). We claim that 
G(N) = cia(H,) n !a(f2). (A-7) 
To see this suppose (o E @(IV) and w  E Cr(lF?“). Then 
so that / (H:‘*rp, H:“w)l< [(NV, w)\ < c, 11 tyJ/ for all v E CF(iR”). Since 
CF(R”) is a core for Hi”, H:“rp E g(H:/‘); i.e., rp E G(H,). Similarly we 
show that rp E 9(f’) so that g(N) c C3(H,)n g(f’) and for all 
v E COm(R”), (NV, w) = (H,q, w) + (f’p, w). The latter implies Nrp = 
H,a, +f’q. Hence the symmetric operator, (H, +f2)lgcH,, mvj, extends N. 
The self-adjointness of N then implies (A.7). 
Define the form 
h(v, w) = (H:‘*v, Hi’* w) + 1 (pwWd”x (A.9) 
with domain ~(N”‘) x G2(N’12). We have 
IMrp, w>l < llH:‘*d . IIH:‘2vII + III V”*PII e III Wl”*v~Il 
< Wf’2d12 + III ~I”*(P~~~~~‘~~I~:‘~v/~I* + Ill W1’2d12)1’2 
< lI~“*a,II * Il~“2wIl. (A. 10) 
The last inequality follows from I WI*‘* Qwhich in turn follows from (A.3) 
and (AS). Equation (A.lO) is the first input to the commutator theorem. We 
next show that if rp and w  are in g(iV”2) then 
Iw~~ WI - wih W)l < Jw1’2d * IW2 VII. 
Note 
h(Np, ty) = (H:“Nq, H;” iy) + 1 NV w Wd”x 
= 09, H, w) + (Nrp, WV) = @CD, W, + w> ~4 
= (W, + W P, (H, + w) v> 
+2([alxlz+~‘l~~(H1+w)w>. 
The second equality follows from the fact that w  E B(H,) n .9(w), because 
92(IV3’*) c_ g(N) = CP(H,) n g(J). Thus 
WP, v) - NV, NV) = 2aI(l4’ co, ff,v) - W,P, lx12wN- 
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Let x be in CF(R”), 0 <xc 1 and x(x)= 1 if (xl ( 1. Then as a 
multiplication operator x,(x) = x(x/m) converges strongly to the identity so 
that 
= lim 2U i [((a, + iUj)X~lXl* 9, (dj + iUj) W) 
m+m j=1 
- ((Jj + iaj) 9, (aj + ~“j)X~lxlz W)]. (A.ll) 
Here the second equality follows from the fact that v, and w  are in Q(N”*) 
which by (A.6) is contained in g(H:‘“). The latter is by definition contained 
in Sj= (u, EL’@“): aj~ + iUjvl EL*(1R”)}, where here ajco means 
distributional derivative. It is easy to see if fE CF(lR”) and w  E Sj then 
fu/ E Sj ; hence (A. 11) follows from the fact that x,1x)* E Cp(R “). 
Calculating the derivatives in (A.1 1) and using the facts that /8,x, I< c/m 
and cp E g(N) c @(J’) = g(lxl’) 
1 h(Np9 W) - h(V9 NV)( = 4U 5 [ (xjPT (aj + i”j) W) - ((aj + jUj> cP7 xj W)] 
j=l 
,<4u (P,lx12P)"2 * 2 II(aj+iuj)rli2) 
I C=l 
I/* 
+(rY9)x12V)“2 2 Il(aj+iuj)~l12 I’* 
Cd i 1 
* 
We have by hypothesis 
j$* Ipj+iuj)#< (1 -a)-‘[Il~:‘*vll* +Bllv4121 
,< (1 -a)-’ llw’* VII2 
and 
(w, Ix12v) < a-‘(% (ulxl’ + b’) w)< a-‘(W,S*W) < ~-‘ll~“*Wll* 
with similar inequalities for Q, so that 
lW% w>--wP9Wl aw”ZPll * Iw’*WII; $0 E cqN3’2), y E qN3’2) 
(A.12) 
with K = 8~“~(1 -a)-“*. 
Let &E L*(!?“) be g(N”‘) with the norm ))~~ll), = IJN”2wII and BFp_, its 
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dual realized so that an element v, E L*(lR”) is identified with an element 
I, E Z , through the formula I,(w) = ((p, w). Let & 3 + Z, be defined by 
&=s, 
where 4 is the linear functional (in Z i by (A. 10)) 
Let g= (u,E~:&EL~(IR”)} and define 
A = i&. 
Then according to the commutator theorem, it follows from (A. 12) that 
.@ G g(N), that A is self-adjoint, and that A is essentially self-adjoint on any 
core for N. We want to show that A is the closure of HIgo,,. To see this 
suppose v, E g(N). Then v, E g(N”‘) so for each v E @(N’12) 
h(q, w) = (H:“q, H:‘2~) + j (plyWd”x 
= w, % WI + WA w) = WA w), (A.13) 
where the second equality follows from (p E g(N) = g(H,) n 
GPdf’) G g(H,) n g(IV). It follows from (A.13) that ~0 E G9 and Arp = Hp 
so that A IPcN) = HJ,(,, . We thus have 
(A. 14) 
where - denotes closure. Now clearly H is a densely defined symmetric 
operator so (A.14) shows that H is essentially self-adjoint. To show that 
S = {w E Q(H,): w  = 0 outside some compact set} 
is a core for H we need only show it is a core for N. Suppose 1 E Q(N) and 
x E CF(lR”). We claim that xv E 9(N) and 
NW =XNW - (AX) w - 2 2 <ajX><aj + iaj) W* (A.15) 
j=l 
This is a straightforward application of the definitions which we leave to the 
reader. We now choose a sequence of CF functions xn which satisfy 
x,: 1, ajX"-s, O9 AX,, : 0. 
Then because of (A. 15), for each w  E 9(N), x,, w  E S and Nx,, w  -+ I+ 1 
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